PLACE: HOUSE/HOME: house - as static, exterior image; in the background; surroundings;
   verbs: looking towards; walking towards, into; looking away from, walking away from
LANDSCAPE: articulated; reproductions; as backdrop to scenes;
   verbs: looking at, looking from within the landscape; moving into the landscape

CONSTRUCTION IMMATERIALS:
MEMORY: of events; place as memory trigger; remembering home
WORDS: narrations of home; senses beyond the audio-visual; belonging
SILENCE: moments; texture
SOUNDS: film music; birdsong; dog barking; far cries, folkloric songs; ambient sounds
LIGHT, DARKNESS: playful light; unexpected light; dim light; darkness
WATER, RAIN, FOG, SMOKE, VAPOUR, STEAM, WIND, FLYING

SPATIAL ELEMENTS:
WALL: forest, walls of nature; walls of logs and earth; wall as texture: luminous, stone-brick-
   concrete, smoothly rough, roughly ruined, ruin; walls as playground of light; shadows drawing
   walls; inhabited walls; inscriptions on walls
   verbs: gathering; separating; directing
DOOR: doors in the background; doors leading to light/darkness; closed, unopened; door as frame;
   solitary doors
   verbs: sounding doors; walking towards the door; opening the door; entering; talking, looking
   across; stopping, turning around - in the doorway; going out; closing the door
WINDOW: as backdrop; dark windows, view-less windows; lighting windows; view outside, reflection
   from - the window
   verbs: looking out the window; sitting, standing in front of the window; walking towards;
   talking in front of the window; looking away, moving away from; inhabiting the windowsill;
   sitting, jumping on the sill; breaking windows
FLOOR: soil, leaves, grass - floors of nature; water - flowing floors; smooth floors; high-angled
   verbs: falling to the floor; sounding floors; lying, sitting on; dropping objects on
CEILING: trees and sky as ceiling
   verbs: reaching up for, pouring down from
PORCH, SHORE:
   porch verbs: moving through; standing, sitting on; looking out from
   shore verbs: walking along; walking towards; flying along; standing beside; floating away from
STAIRS: wooden, metallic, of stone
   verbs: climbing down; climbing up

FURNISHING:
TABLE: as main image; outdoor table; close view on objects on the table
   verbs: bringing objects on; reading, writing at; sitting, eating at; sitting on; standing near
CHAIR: the wooden chair; wicker chairs, outdoor chairs
   verbs: sitting on; holding objects on; looking out the window from
BED: improvised beds; impersonal images; close-ups on sleep
   verbs: sleeping on; lying on; sitting on; getting in/ out of; praying on; floating over
CANDLE: placed on the table, shelves, floors
   verbs: talking about; holding , moving with; extinguishing
LAMP, kerosene, light bulbs: as single source of light; in windows
   verbs: lighting places and moments; flickering, tinkling, falling; turning off
MIRROR: on the wall; reflections from; inside the mirror
   verbs: looking within; communicating through
CURTAINS: rain, forest - curtains of nature; dark curtains; curtains filled with light
   verbs: breathing; moving
HOME OBJECTS: glasses; vases; porcelain

FRAGMENTS, TRIGGERS:
   tree; fire; church; icons; well; stove; bell; birds, animals; flowers; snow; milk; books

SPATIAL ORGANIZATIONS:
   ROOM, CORNERS, LAYOUT, TRANSITIONS through SPACE